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Abstract

java.lang.Object’
This paper discusses and proposes techniques for
the identification of possible failure points due to incompatibility that may occur when an application
written in Java is ported from one JDK version to
another. The techniques presented here are general
enough to be applied to any Java application and any
Java library (not just the JDK).
Java is a network-centric environment, with applications and libraries being retrieved from disparate
locations, often just before execution. Therefore, each
execution of a Java software system could occur in a
different configuration. This is also known as a dynamic configuration [KatzSO].
The implication of Java systems representing dynamic configurations is that no party is in direct control of system configuration management. As an example, consider Sun’s ‘Java Plug-in’ (formerly known
as ‘Activator’) which automatically down-loads new
versions of the JDK to a user’s machine.
A Java software system is a self contained set of
bytecode which is divided into application 2 and library subsystems. The important distinction is that
no component in the library may depend on a component in the application (by definition). For the pur-

Java is a relatively new programming language that
is gaining popularity due to its network-centric features and platform independence (‘Write Once, Run
Anywhere’). This popularity has caused rapid evolution in the libraries that are available for Java applications. This evolution, in combination with Java’s
run-time linking, may cause incompatibilities between
an application and the library it depends on: an application may execute with a different library version
than the one it was compiled for. This paper presents
techniques to automatically detect change in a library
from its bytecode (binary) representation, and to apply
the impact of those changes to any Java application.
This paper also includes results of change detection
experiments performed on the standard Java library
(JDK) .
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Introduction

Most software applications depend on a set of library functions which are either generic (e.g. Unix C
libraries) or specific to an application (e.g. matrix manipulation

libraries).

Applications

written

in

Java

Poses of this analysis the application is considered in-

are

variant and the library may change. The application
may need to be adapted to the library change after
the analysis is complete.
Within this context, this paper discusses methods

not an exception. Indeed, all Java applications necessarily depend on the Java Development Kit (JDK)
library, since all objects in Java are descendents of
*This work was funded by IBM Canada Ltd. Laboratory:
High Performance Java Group and Centre for Advanced Studies. Acknowledgments to Erik Hedges, Mohammed Ladha and
Proesemit L a h i r y o f S y s t e m s D e s i g n E n g i n e e r i n g a t t h e U n i v e r sity of Waterloo for their contributions.
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‘In o t h e r w o r d s , J a v a h a s a s i n g l y - r o o t e d i n h e r i t a n c e h i e r a r chy [Ecke198].
‘An a p p l i c a t i o n m a y i n c l u d e applets,
beans, servlets, or code
from other parties.
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for:
l

l

the knowledge of library change to detect required
adaptive maintenance in an application. Section 6
briefly discusses how this tool would be used. Section
7 presents results of change detection experiments conducted on the JDK (versions 1.0.2 through 1.2beta3).
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 8.

identification and detection of interface-related
failures that may arise in an application when the
library interface changes. Interface failure is similar to a linkage error and precludes system execution. Interface failure can be computed deterministically by a static verification tool [Somm96].

2 Related Work

identification and detection of possible regression in the application due to an implementation change in the library. Regression is a loss
of system functionality due to a change in some
component [Myers79].
Regression is a subtle
and complicated problem: it cannot be computed deterministically by a static verification
tool [Somm96].
The application must be tested
with the new library to determine if regression
has occurred. Therefore, ‘possible regression’ is
detected here.

The work presented here is related to other work in
industry and in research. The most similar industrial
tool is JavaCheck
from Sun Microsystems, which is
discussed below.
This work is also related to past research in code
similarity detection techniques. One major difference
between this work and past research in pattern matching is that, here certain components are assumed to
have similar patterns, and differences are detected.
Past research in pattern matching often does not, start
with this assumption, and instead looks for similarity
amongst code that is assumed ‘co be different. Nevertheless, the advanced pattern matching techniques
for discovering code similarity discussed below would
improve this work.

In order to perform the above tasks a) Java source
and bytecode have to be represented at a higher level
of abstraction so that dependencies between different
software components in a library can be modeled and
revealed; b) a set, of Java features and dependencies
that may affect port,ability has to be selected; c) a set
of routines that autlomatically
detect changes on the
selected features and1 dependencies from one JDK version to another must be developed and finally; d) interface or implementat,ion
related library changes must
be associated with the application’s source code.
O u r a n a l y s i s i s b a s e d o n bytecode from which
a set of program related facts are extracted. The
facts are tuples represented in Rigi Standard Form
an ‘d are of the form [relation entityl
( R S F ) [Muller93]
entityz]. The set of 1pelations
considered during the extraction of facts from bytecode conform to a domain
model, the structure of which is discussed in more detail later in the paper. Moreover, these relations represent interface and implementation characteristics of a
Java software component. Simple matching is applied
to detect changes that may occur on the selected features from one librazy version to another. An entityrelation diagram that represents dependencies among
the components is then used to propagate the detected
changes to the application.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work in the area of code similarity
and JavaCheck
from Sun Microsystems. The domain
model for analysis of Java software systems is presented in Section 3. Section 4 identifies a technique
to detect change between two versions of a Java library, and Section 5 discusses a technique to apply

2.1 JavaCheck
JavaCheck from Sun Microsystems is the work
closest to our area of application. The purpose of
JavaCheck
is to test an application for compatibility
with a Sun defined subset of the JDK (such as PersonalJava).
However, there are significant differences
between JavaCheck
and this work:
JavaCheck
does not, detect change between two
versions of a library; the changes must be manually encoded in a platform specification file.
The domain model used by JavaCheck
is much
less sophisticated than the one presented here.
JavaCheck
determines dependency relations by
scanning the bytecode
for strings. The domain
model presented here involves an advanced analysis of the system’s components and their interrelations (instances of which are also extracted from
the bytecode).
JavaCheck only investigates one form of adaptive
maintenance that may be required when an application is executed with an alternate library version: interface failure. The tool presented here
also looks for possible regression.
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2.2 Syntactic based matching

The transition system is different than that of natural
semantics since here we deal with sequences of transitions and not only a transition from an initial to a
final state.
Denotational Semantics [Stoy77]
offer a powerful
method for representing programs as mathematical
entities and then being able to reason about their
dynamic behavior. The idea in this representation
scheme is to define a semantic function which maps
each syntactic entity to its meaning in terms of the
effects it induces when is computed. In the denotational semantics approach there is a semantic clause
for each of the basic syntactic constructs of the lang u a g e [Letovsky88].
For composite syntactic constructs there is a semantic clause which is defined
in terms of semantic clauses for the immediate constituents of the composite construct. The approach
of denotational semantics is to use the static structure to organize the presentation of the dynamical or
behavioral aspects of the program behavior.

Within the framework of syntactic matching,
Baker, [Baker951 represents source code as a stream
of strings. The approach uses parameterized pattern
matching techniques based on a variation of a variation of the Boyer-Moore algorithm to identify duplication within a string. The algorithm allows for
a mechanism to identify global substitutions between
substrings so that strings can be matched by applying
the
substitutions.
P a u l , [Paul941 proposes a system (SCR U P L E ) in
which regular-expressions are used to locate programming patterns in a large software system. Pattern
matching is performed by testing if a code fragment
is accepted by the automaton that is constructed by
a regular-expression provided by the user, as a query.
Johnson, [Johnson94]
uses a similar text based approach where fingerprints in source files are computed
using a hashing mechanism. Fingerprints are compared to identify an overall similarity between two
texts.
In [Jankowitz88],
[McCabeSO], [Konto97] statistical
measurements and software metrics are applied in order to compute a fingerprint of a software component.
In [Wu92], [Muth] a U nix utility called agrep allows for approximate matching between a regular
expression-like pattern and text in source code or plain
text files.

2.4

Descriptive

Matching

Descriptive matching offers a set of tools and techniques to identify differences that may occur between
two code fragments by matching on a set of data and
control flow features.
In [Mili97] a software representation, matching, and
retrieval mechanism based on relational specifications
is introduced. matching can be refined focusing on
desired properties of the code segment sought. The
approach is based on formal specifications and on the
refinement ordering between specifications.
C a n f o r a , a n d C i m i t i l e [Canfora94],
[Canfora92],
[Cimitile96] describe efficient algorithms for analyzing
the control and data flow in order to identify binding
conditions on program variables. Versions of programs
with altered binding conditions become candidates for
portability failures.
In [Wills931 a program understanding system that
uses attributed data flow sub-graphs to represent programs and programming plans is presented. Comparison is performed by matching sub-graphs and by
checking constraints involving control dependencies
and other program attributes.
In [Gra92] a program differencing tool for C is discussed. The tool, named CIAdiff, allows for comparing
program features of corresponding versions by detecting changed, deleted, and added program entities.
In [Murphy961 a lightweight approach for generating flexible and tolerant source model extractors from
lexical specifications is discussed. The source models provide means to represent source code features as

2.3 Semantics based matching
Operational Semantics [Stoy77]
is an alternative
way of representing program behavior, in terms of how
a computation is performed. Specifically, operational
semantics focus on how the program states are modified during the execution of a statement. States are
modified using a transition relation. Operational semantics are divided into two major approaches Natural
Semantics and Structural Operational Semantics.
In Natural Semantics a transition relation specifies
the relationship between the initial and the final state
of the execution of each statement. Semantic equivalence of statements is defined in terms of the relation
transition system. When amioms and rules are used to
derive the final state after a statement is executed, a
derivation tree can be obtained. The root of the tree
is the statement and the initial state, and the leaves of
the tree are instances of axioms. The internal nodes
are conclusions of instantiated rules and their corresponding premises are their immediate sons.
Structural Operational Semantics place the emphasis on the individual steps of a statement’s execution.
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well as file dependences, event interactions and, call
graphs. Program features can be used to identify modified code between different versions.
Other approaches in the category of descriptive
matching, applied th’ough to the area of syntax based
editing, include CIA [ChenSO], CSCOPE [Steffen85]
and, the Pan system [BallanceSZ].

tion employed here: a ClassOrInterf ace is recognized
as a component unto itself, not just an aggregation
of other components (as a Package is). For example, a non-public ClassOrInterface cannot be used for
casting by methods declared in other Packages. This
example illustrates that a ClassOrInterface has an interface that is completely independent of its declared

3 Domain Model

Fields and Methods. Similarly, the implementation of
a ClassOrInterface is considered independently of its
declared Fields and Methods.

The following simple application is used as an illustrative example of the domain model. The fully
qualified ClassOrInterface names are not used here
in the interest of clarity: the fully qualified name of

The domain modlel for Java software systems presented here consists of entities, relations and attributes. The purpose of this model is to represent
components of Java software system and their interrelationships at, a higher level of abstraction. Instances
of this model are extracted from Java bytecode and
expressed in Rigi Standard Form (RSF).

Object is java.lang.Object.
/* A simple HelloWorld application */
public class App {
public static void main(String[l args) (
PrintStream p = System.out;
p.println(“Hello Hawaii!“);

3.1 Entities
This model contains two categories of entities:
components and comparisons. Components have attributes, that describe their interface and implementation, and relations to other components. Comparisons
occur between two versions of a component, and have
attributes that describe the change in that component.
Most of the components in the model are instances
of Java data types. The Java data types are organized in a hierarchical fashion. There are two main
categories: Primitive and Reference. The Reference
types are subdivided into Array and ClassOrInterf ace,
which is made up of the Class and Interface types
[LS97]. The Java notion of an Interface is a special
type of abstract cl.ass; it is distinct from the general concept of intlerface. The difference between a
Java Class and a Java Interface is so small in our
comparisons that it makes sense to model both as
This is the approach adopted in
ClassOrInterface.
[LS97] and [VM97]..
This model does not represent Packages explicitly:
a Package is a mechanism used in Java to partition the
ClassOrInterface namespace in a hierarchical fashion.
A Package correlates to a directory where the source
code and bytecode are kept, and is included in the
fully qualified name [VM97] of a ClassOrInterface.
The
model
has
a
comparison
entity for each component that the developer can de-

The entities extracted from the bytecode representation of this application (in RSF) are:
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

App ClassOrInterface
AppO Method
App.main(String[l)
Method
PrintStream
ClassOrInterface
PrintStream.println(String)
Method
Object ClassOrInterface
Object0 Method
String ClassOrInterface
StringCl Array
System ClassOrInterface
System.out Field
void Primitive

Notice the presence of Object and its default con-

structor. By default all Java Reference types extend
Object, even if this is not explicit in the source code.
The bytecode presents a more detailed representation
of the software.
3.2 Relations
The model presented here contains two categories
of relations: definition and use. All relations represent a dependency between two components, and the
direction of the relation is defined by the dependency
[Muller93]. Therefore, these relations define a dependency graph of the entities.

clare: ClassOrInterfaceComparison,
FieldComparison,
and MethodComparison.
The common notion of interface, as it applies to a
ClassOrInterface,isthe aggregate interface ofthe declared Fields and Methods. This is contrary to the no-
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Only use relations may cross the boundary from
the application to the library. In other words, the application cannot define any components in the library
and the library cannot define any components in the
application.
The direct use of a ClassOrInterface component is
represented by such relations as new, checkcast and
instanceof.
Returning to the previous example, the definition
relations are (in RSF):

The AccessModifiers
are a set of booleans, some of
which relate to interface and some of which relate to
implementation.
The most interesting components are the
ClassOrInterface,

Field and Method, as they can be

declared by the application developer. The attributes
of these components are:
The Signature of a CIassOrInterface is its fully
qualified name (i.e. including the Package name). Its
interface

and

fieldDeclaredBy
System.out S y s t e m
methodDeclaredBy AppO A p p
methodDeclaredBy Object0 O b j e c t
methodDeclaredBy App.main(String[l)
A p p
methodDeclaredBy PrintStream.println(String)
PrintStream

defininition

includes

interface AccessModifiers.

the

Its

public,

abstract

implementation

is defined by the final and super AccessModifiers.
The Signature of a Field is the signature of the
class that declares it combined with its proper name

and the signature of its type. Its interface definition
includes the public, protected, private and static
AccessModifiers.
Its implementation is defined by the
final, v o l a t i l e , a n d t r a n s i e n t AccessModifiers.
The Signature of a Method is the signature of

It is important to note that the entity declared depends on the entity that declares it: all relations define
a dependency. A subset of the use relations from the
example is presented below:

the class that declares it combined with its proper
name and the signatures of its parameters and re-

turn type. Its interface definition includes the public,
p r o t e c t e d , p r i v a t e a n d s t a t i c AccessModifiers.
The implementation of a method is defined by its
body, and the final, synchronized, native and
abstract AccessModifiers.
The Method body is not
a primitive value; its change is summarized in the

g e t s t a t i c App.main(String[])
System.out
ParameterType App.main(StringCl) S t r i n g Cl
ReturnType App.main(String[l
1 void
Invoke App() Object 0
Invoke App.main(String[l)
PrintStream.println(String)

MethodComparison

Note that the relations implicitly represented in a
method signature, such as ParameterType, are explicitly represented in the model.
The complete model contains 7 distinct types of

entity.

3.3.2 Comparison Attributes
The attributes of comparison entities describe the
change between two versions of a component. All of
the values for these attributes must be computed; this

definition relations and 34 distinct types of use rela-

tions.

computation is discussed in detail in the next section.
The
ClassOrInterfaceComparison
and

3.3 Attributes

FieldComparisoncomponents
have only two attributes:
interf acechanged and implementationChanged. These

Components have attributes that describe their interface and implementation. Comparisons have attributes that describe the change between two versions of a component. The attributes of components
are used (with other information) to compute the at-

attributes take boolean values, and are computed by
examining the change in attribute values of the component entities.
MethodComparison
is similar to FieldComparison except that it has two extra attributes: codechanged
and exceptionschanged. These attributes also hold
boolean values, and are used in the computation of
the implementationchanged attribute.

tributes of the comparisons. All attributes take primitive values and are encoded in RSF.
The notion of ‘attribute’ used in this model is sep-

arate and distinct from the notion of ‘attribute’ used
in [VM97].

4 Change Detection

3.3.1 Component Attributes

The most important interface attribute is the

Change between the expected and alternate versions
of a library is detected by computing the attribute
values for comparison entities. Comparison entities

Signature. The Signature is the set of names which

uniquely identifies each component.
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are only created (and computed) for those components
which are in the library interface. The library interface
is the aggregate of all components which are visible to
the application.
The phrases ‘expected’ and ‘alternate’ are specifically chosen so as to not imply ordering. The expected
version of the libra.ry is the one that the application
was compiled with. The alternate version is the one
that the application is required to execute with. The
alternate version may be newer or older than the expected version [KatzSO].
It is more important to detect change in a component’s interface than in its implementation. If a
library component that the application depends on
has a changed interface it will certainly cause the
application to have an interface failure; there is no
point in computing whether the library component has
changed implementation.
The Signature of a component is the most important interface attribute (as mentioned above), and
components are first matched on Signature.

Returning to the example: the static flag of the
System. out field is true, as is commonly known. Suppose that a new version of the JDK was released where
the static flag of this field was set to false. The
FieldComparison entity for System. out would set the
interf acechanged bit to true.

4.3

The MethodComparison
interf acechanged attribute
value is computed following the same procedure for
the FieldComparison. interf aceChanged attribute.
The implementationchanged attribute value is computed by first examining the values of the implementation attributes. If none of these have changed then the
cod&hanged and exception&hanged values are com-

puted. The implementationChangedvalue is true if either codechanged or exceptionschanged

as indices to the ConstantPool (symbol table) of the
class file. To perform an exact match of two lists of
opcodes it is necessary to de-reference their arguments
from their respective ConstantPool’s (the methods are
in different class files).
The exceptions thrown by a method are represented
by a set of indices to class Signatures in the ConstantPool. Performing an exact match of these sets is similar to performing an exact match of the code in that
the ConstantPool references have to be de-referenced.

aceComparison interf acechanged

attribute is set to true if the Signature has changed
or the ClassOrInterface has been deleted. Otherwise,
it is computed by examining the attributes of each
version of the ClassOrInterface.

are true.

The content of a method body is a list of opcodes.
An opcode is a single byte instruction for the Java
virtual machine, which may have zero or more arguments. The arguments for these opcodes are encoded

4.1 ClassOrInterface
The ClassOrIntorf

Method

If the public flag

has been turned off or the abstract or interface
flags have changedi state then the interfacechanged
flag is set to true.
The implementationchanged value is computed after
the
interf aceChanged
value.
The
implementationChanged value is set to true if any of

However, the exceptions are a set and not a list, so a
pseudo-join must be performed.
In the source code, the exceptions thrown by a

the implementation attributes have changed values.

method are considered part of the Signature, and the
method cannot be invoked unless they are caught. The

4.2 Field

exceptions are not part of the bytecode Signature, and
the restriction that they must be caught is only en-

The FieldComparison interf acechanged attribute
value is set true if the ClassDrInterface that declares
it has been deleted, changed Signature, or had its
public flag turned off. Otherwise, the attribute values of the Field are examined, and any reduction
in visibility or change in the static value causes
interf aceChanged to be true.
If the type of a Field changes it will change the
Field’s Signature and cause the interf acechanged
value to be true.
The implementationchanged value is computed after
the
interf aceChanged
value.
The
implementationChanged value is set to true if any of
the implementation attributes have changed values.

forced by javac (the compiler) [VM97]. Therefore,
exceptions are considered as part of a method’s implementation here and not as part of its interface.
The comparison of the code and exceptions thrown
could benefit from the advanced similarity techniques
discussed in the Related Work section; in that case
implementationchanged would be a real number to in-

dicate how much the implementation had changed, instead of a boolean as it is here.

Suppose from the previous example that the
PrintStream.println(String) method has been altered and now throws an IOException
if it cannot write to standard out.
This change will be
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detected when the exceptions thrown are examined, and the implementationChanged attribute of the
MethodComparison entity representing this method will
be set to true.

The tool reports the RSF arcs that are affected by
interface change, and those that are affected by implementation change. The arcs affected by interface
change in the library indicate portability failure in
the application. The arcs affected by implementation
change in the library indicate possible regression in
the application.
A number of metrics could be developed from the
output of the tool to try to assess the effort needed
to modify the application for use with the alternate
library version. For example: the number of arcs correlates to the number of lines of code in the application requiring maintenance; the number of source
nodes indicates how localized the maintenance in the
application is; and the number of target nodes indicates how many changes in the library the developer
must contend with.
In the case of the example presented here, the application needs a (proportionally) large amount of adaptive maintenance to work with the alternate version of
the library. It may not be feasible to adapt an application requiring this degree of maintenance. However,
this decision is left to the developer.

5 Adaptive Maintenance Detection
Now that change has been detected in the library
subsystem, the application must be analyzed to determine how to propagate that change (or if propagation
is required at all). If the change in the library affects the application, the application will have to be
adapted to run on the alternate version of the library.
The steps required to detect where the application
requires maintenance to adapt are worked through below with the previous example:
The first step is to determine the dependencies that
the application has on the library. This information
can be extracted automatically from the dependency
graph in the form of all of the use relations which
cross the application-library boundary. In the example these relations are:
Extends App Object
I n v o k e App() Object0
ParameterType
App.main(String[l)
StringI]
g e t s t a t i c App.main(String[])
System.out
I n v o k e App.main(String[l)
PrintStream.println(String)

7 Change Detection Experiments
This section presents a summary of results from
change detection experiments conducted on the JDK
versions 1.0.2 through 1.2beta3.
These experiments
were conducted on the Microsoft Windows versions
of the JDK: there are small differences between the
Windows and Unix versions of the JDK.
The purpose of these experiments is twofold: first,
to demonstrate the necessity of this tool by showing
the degree of change in the JDK; and second, to provide experimental verification for the domain model
presented here.
These experiments were conducted in two sets to
show the complementary portability problems faced
by Java application developers: running old applications on new libraries, and running new applications
on old libraries. Table 1 presents a summary of the
change in the JDK measuring forward from the initial release (1.0.2). Table 2 presents a summary of
the change in the JDK measuring backwards from the
latest release (1.2beta3).

The next step is to examine the comparison entities
for each of the library components that the application depends on. In the example Object, Object (>
and String have not changed, but System.out
and
PrintStream.println(String)
have.
The final step is to report any use relation that
terminates in a changed library component to the developer. There are two categories of change, and two
corresponding categories of adaptive maintenance to
report: interface failure and possible regression. From
the example, the getstatic relation will be reported
as interface failure, and the Invoke relation that terminates in PrintStream.println(String)
will be reported as possible regression.

6 Tool Description

7.1 Experiments

The domain model and analysis process presented
here are encoded in a tool intended for use by Java
software maintenance programmers. This tool accepts
three inputs: the application, the expected version of
the library, and the alternate version of the library.

The JDK contains two major sets of packages: the
Java packages and the Sun packages. The Java packages are considered to be the ‘core JDK’ and the Sun
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JDK Change Measurement

Table 1: Change d.etection results measuring forwards
from the first JDK release (1.0.2).

Table 2: Change detection results measuring backwards from the latest JDK release (1.2beta3).

packages the ‘undocumented’ portion of the library.
To be certified as 1100% Pure Java an application must
use only the core JDK (i.e. the Java packages). Therefore, only results :for the Java packages are discussed
in detail here.
These experiments detect change in the library interface: the aggregate of all components which are visible to the application. In practical terms this is the
public or protected fields and methods in public
ClassOrInterf aces.
The low level data collected from these experiments can be used to detect the adaptive maintenance required in an application, as discussed previously. Most applications will not use every component
in the library. T:herefore this summary information
represents the upper bound on the degree of adaptive
maintenance required for the application. The adaptive maintenance detection will identify which specific
components in the library cause the required adaptive
maintenance.
Tables 1 and 2 present a summary of the data for
two sets of experiments. The first set (Table 1) compares JDK version 1.0.2 to all subsequent versions
(only 1.1.1 is shown from the 1.1.x series). The purpose of this set of experiments is to assess the backwlards compatibility of the JDK: will future versions of
the JDK be compatible with applications written for
version 1.0.2?
The second set of experiments (Table 2) compares
JDK version 1.2 beta3 to all previous versions (only
1.1.1 is shown from the 1.1.x series). The purpose
of this set of experiments is to assess the backwards
portability of the ,JDK: will an application developed
for the latest version of the JDK work on past versions
of the JDK?
Results for the JDK 1.1.x series are not displayed
as the changes are so small, as would be expected from

the version numbers.
Method ‘deprecation’ is a feature that is unique to
J,ava. The purpose is to allow the library developer
(i.e. Sun) to specify which methods will be removed
from the library interface in future versions. This is
an advance warning to application developers that the
library is going to change, so that they may adapt their
applications before the change actually happens.
Recall that interface change indicates that an application may have interface failure with the alternate
version of the library, and implementation change indicates that the application may regress if used with
the alternate version of the library.
7.2 Results
The first set of experiments (Table 1) indicate, as
expected, that the JDK shows good backwards compatibility. In other words, an application written for
JDK 1.0.2 is likely to execute with any future version
of the JDK, although the application should be tested
for regression.
The second set of experiments (Table 2) show how
much the JDK has grown since its initial release in
late 1995. In just three years it has grown almost
tenfold. Therefore, applications developed with later
versions of the JDK are less likely to execute with
earlier versions - unless the developer takes care to
use only those features of the JDK that are available
in earlier versions. Newer features of Java, such as
Beans, reflection, RMI, and the new event model, are
not available in older versions of the JDK.
These two sets of experiments display internal consistency. Notice that the third column of table 1 is
similar to the first column of table 2. The third column of table 1 measures change between JDK 1.0.2
and JDK 1.2beta3; the first column of table 2 measures change between JDK 1.2beta3 and JDK 1.0.2.
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The following numbers are identical: fields with implementation change, fields with no change, methods deprecated, and methods with no change. It is
expected that the fields with interface change and
the methods with interface change numbers be different, as these numbers will include fields and methods
‘deleted’. There is a small anomaly here: methods
with implementation change from 1.0.2 to 1.2beta3 is
743, and from 1.2beta3 to 1.0.2 is 741.

Conclusions

This paper discussed a domain model which allows
for the representation of Java bytecode components
at a higher level of abstraction. A bytecode parser extracts RSF facts (entity relationship tuples) that conform with the domain model. An entity relationship
structure is then used to detect the change between
two versions of a component. A simple illustration of
how this change information could be applied to an
application to detect adaptive maintenance was presented.
These techniques are general enough for any arbitrary application and library that can be represented
as Java bytecode. Analyzing bytecode representations
of software instead of source code has three advantages: often the source code is not available, other languages can be represented in Java bytecode, and the
bytecode
explicitly represents certain relations that
are only implicit in source code.
A prototype static verification tool has been built at
the IBM Toronto Laboratory that can detect change
and compute interface failure deterministically from
bytecode. This tool can also identify ‘possible’ regression.
The detection of interface failures and possible
points of regression due to library changes is a very
important issue for network centric applications such
as those written in Java. The proposed system reduces
the maintenance time, and allows for easier integration
of large Java applications.
The domain model and change propagation techniques presented here could be combined with more
sophisticated change detection techniques (see Related
Work) to identify possible regression points more accurately.

Also note that no change is detected between JDK
1.0.2 and JDK 1.0.2 (table 1, column 1) or between
JDK 1.2beta3 and JDK 1.2beta3 (table 2, column 3).
These columns indicate the size of the respective JDK
versions.

7.3 Details of Results
Table 1 indicates that the JDK has a few small
points where it may not be backwards compatible:
these are discussed here.
The three fields that have displayed implementation change are in the System class: in, out and err
(the standard IO streams). These three fields have
had the final flag turned on. This is an implementation change, not an interface change, so applications
which use the standard IO streams will still execute,
but should be re-tested with later versions of the JDK.
The single field with interface change is the
pushBack field from the Pushback1nputStrea.m class.
This field was protected, and has been deleted.
Seven of the thirteen methods with interface change
between JDK 1.0.2 and JDK 1.1.1 are accounted for
by the fact that the Win32Process
class is no longer
public. This class is not to be used by application developers, and is not present on Unix implementations
of the JDK (there is a corresponding Unix32Process
class).
The following methods have been deleted from the
Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), the graphical user
FramePeer.setCursor
interface portion of the JDK:
ScrollbarPeer.setValue
ComponentPeer.handleEvent
ComponentPeer.nextFocus
The AWT had the largest change (where change
does not include addition) of any segment of the JDK,
due to the introduction of a new event model.

Finally, we presented the results of change detection
experiments conducted on the standard Java class library, the JDK. These experiments show that the JDK
has grown almost tenfold in the three years since its
inception, but still retains good backwards compatibility. Therefore, the prototype tool will be most useful
to detect adaptive maintenance in Java applications
developed on new versions of the JDK, but deployed
on older versions. Other libraries may show different
results.

The
SecurityManager.checkPropertyAccess
and DatagramSocket
. f inalize methods have also been
removed from newer versions of the JDK.
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